Avalanche Transceiver Interference

Avalanche rescue is a serious situation and maximum efficiency is crucial. Within close proximity, GoPro
cameras, electric gloves, cellular phones and metal objects can seriously interfere with the transmit and
receive functions of your avalanche transceiver. Since the overarching goal of any rescue is to minimize the
search time, anything that can potentially interfere or lengthen the search time needs to be managed. For
your own safety, the following policies apply at Last Frontier Heliskiing:

0 MINIMUM DISTANCES
> The following distances apply for electronic devices
regardless if they are ON or OFF and any metal objects that
could interfere with the transceiver signal. Minimum
distances between object and transceiver.

Send/Transmit: Minimum 20cm / Sin of separation
Search/Receive: Minimum 50cm / 20in of separation
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8 GOPRO POLICY
> Helmet mounted GoPro or similar cameras are allowed
during heli-skiing operations
> Chest mounted GoPro or similar cameras are prohibited
during heli-skiing operations.
> Cameras that utilize a WIFI signal and are actively paired to a
phone are prohibited during heli-skiing operations.
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8 ELECTRIC GLOVES POLICY
> Electric gloves are prohibited during the ski program and
during avalanche rescue training. Electric gloves will
seriously interfere with the transceiver, especially during
the search function.
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0 CELLULAR PHONES POLICY
> Cellular phones are allowed during the ski day but should
be put on airplane mode
> Minimum distances [Section 1) need to be adhered to

8 DRONES
> The use of drones while skiing and around the lodge is not
allowed.
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8 TOURING BOOTS
> The use of touring boots is highly discouraged. Recent tests have shown that all makes and models
of touring boots have failed release function tests. We recommend using only alpine ski boots
with our skis. If you are bringing your own skis, alpine touring pin bindings are also not
recommended. See full details [here].
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